
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The concept: Based on the 'Talk-for-Writing' approach created by Pie Corbett, a leader in educational literacy.  
The theory: We must model the language we want students to use, and give them tools to help identify, internalise and apply the specific 

patterns needed to express themselves in our area of the curriculum in order for them to become literate in the dialect of our subjects.   
The practise: How do we achieve this? Through focussed talk activities related to exemplar text. 

                            
 

                     

         

 

So how do I do it? Stage of the Process 

Glossary sheets, regularly referred to and built up over a unit 
Use of a 'washing line' – peg new vocabulary up each lesson 
Use a 'never-heard-the-word-grid' and review at end of unit 
Keyword and definition card sorts 
Vocabulary displayed around classroom 
Build a 'language mindmap' for a topic 

Explicit verbal use and 
identification/highlighti
ng of subject-specific 
vocabulary 

Students need to be confident 
speakers of technical terms 
(able to hear words being used 
in context and use them in 
discussion) before they can 
successfully write with them  

Why is it important? 

Students need to be taught how 
to link the key vocabulary 
together in order to be able to 
express themselves clearly and 
coherently 

Explicit 
identification/highlighti
ng of useful 
phrases/links 
/sentence 
signposts/connectives 

Analysis of exemplar texts, using highlighters to identify key 
components  
Remove key phrases that make a text coherent and then gap fill (cloze 
style task 
Co-construction of a toolkit specific to type of writing  
'Raid the reading' to 'steal' phrases from any unit-related text 
Sentence signpost sorting – when would such a phrase be useful? 

                            
 

                     

         

 

Students need to move from 
simple imitation of vocabulary 
and phrases and begin to learn 
from model examples 

Internalise the 
vocabulary and 
associated patterns  

Convert exemplar text into a different form (images, dialogue, act out) 
Provide markschemes for students to assess exemplar work of varying 
levels 
Shared planning and writing tasks (teacher-student & student-student) 
Peer assessment of written work to establish next steps 
Students verbally complete written task in groups first 

Students retain learning most 
effectively when they are able 
to discuss and practice by 
doing, allowing independent 
application 

Provide supported 
opportunities for 
students to apply and 
embed their learning  

Create boxed up grids which break down exam 
questions and scaffold the expected answers 
Students apply learning to a similar task 
Return annotated work for students to improve  
Students explain their approach to a task to peers 
Revisit learning frame grids from start of topic 

Complete 
final task 
to assess 
learning 
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"You can't say it if 
you haven't heard 

it" 

"Silent classrooms do 
not lend themselves 

to progress" 

"Modelling talk will 
inform student's 

talk… and perhaps 
their writing" 

"Talking through 
problems plays an 
important role in 

deepening 
understanding" 

"Talk helps with the 
struggle towards 

clarity" 


